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A: Explanation: Remove the line = "[Document]/appmixedlayer[UserSettings]/appmixedlayer[FileCategories]/1/appmixedlayer[Path]/appmixedlayer[Data]" Then change the v.Appmixedlayer.Data to somehting like fname and remove the line = "fname" It should work now What kind of abuse does he not understand? A recent study of sexual abuse in Roman Catholic
institutions found that at least 91% of clergy knew of ongoing abuse, and that seven out of ten priests who had abused children as children themselves had done so in more than one diocese. How can the bishops ignore this for two decades and make such statements, to say nothing of the many that followed. What kind of abuse does he not understand? This is the most

heinous crime the Roman Catholic Church has ever had to answer for. The next piece of this puzzle we need to address is why the Vatican doesn't make sure that the priests who do these crimes aren't allowed to be in the same country. It has been said that the pope doesn't want the files of all of his priests released. The Catholic bishops have made themselves complicit in
the diabolical rapes and sodomization of children for decades. They allowed the priests to become unrestricted. They have covered up the crime. How can they try to act like they are innocent and then state that not a single child was molested and that they only reported the allegations of abuse in order to protect the children from the alleged abusers? In all fairness, the

report was made to Cardinal Mahony when he went into retirement. The report stated that one of the children came to him at the request of another priest. He then turned to Cardinal Levada to report the allegation. They refused to listen. They also stated they were only reporting the abuse to the police and the state and the church. They stated they had already sent out a
memo to the people who they believed were committing these crimes. They have stated that the orders came from the Vatican for them to not report the crimes to the police or the state. The state has filed a lawsuit against the bishops. This is the first time in the United States that a bishop has been sued for failure to report child sexual abuse. We hope that this
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